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Executive Summary
Like you, we are continually examining the state of origination in financial services. In this paper, we are taking a fresh
look at the current realities of credit cards, white label/retail cards, auto loans and demand deposit accounts in light of
the changing origination landscape.
For demand deposit accounts, the current climate is one of fierce competition. Banks and other financial institutions (FIs)
are scrambling to attract and retain new deposit dollars, while market forces like shifting Federal rates, digital competition
and consumer preferences all have an impact on their ability to win new business.
When it comes to credit cards, growth is the name of the game. Steady increases in consumer card numbers, as well as
increases in total card debt, continue to make credit cards an attractive line of business for FIs. With white label and retail
cards, the story is similar, although balances are on the decline. Differences from traditional cards include APR ranges
and prevalence of minority and thin/no file customers using white label/retail credit products.
Auto loans continue to shine as a line of business, with steady volume, increasing outstanding balances and generally
longer terms. But the number of newly delinquent loans is on the rise, and many FIs are showing a risk-aversion strategy
that is opening doors for other lenders willing to provide loans to consumers that fall below super prime and prime credit
segments.
Origination across all these lines of business continues to mature, from how and where lenders engage new prospects
to the kinds of processes, logic and tools they use to make a decision about creditworthiness. One common thread is
the increasing amount of – and access to – available data to inform credit risk decisions.
Modern lenders have a variety of expanding technology options to access, interpret and act on the available data. Top
financial institutions are exploring open, data agnostic decisioning platforms to acquire new customers, deliver superior
experiences and secure their market leadership roles.
As consumers and banks embrace the new digital landscape, the way in which DDA and credit origination happens is
changing to keep pace. Long gone are the days of waiting in a branch lobby to open a new checking account – customers
expect to open a new account in minutes through any device. Anything that stands in the way is a showstopper, and can
easily send someone straight to a competitor who makes it easier and faster to open an account.
The future, too, looks to be increasingly digital. With advancing technology, people are relying on things like biometrics,
behavioral biometrics and more to manage and protect their financial assets. Whether the account origination of the
future involves microchip-embedded fingerprint scans, retinal scans or some yet-to-be-developed technique, one thing
is certain: Change.
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Slow and Steady Evolution
While banking has a strong affinity for tradition, it does
continue to evolve. Consumers have more access to their
financial information than in any other time in history.
Consumers also have more ready access to their funds, in
more places than ever before. And the advent of mobile
technology means that individuals can bring up the entire
picture of their financial health from virtually anywhere,
at any time.
A handshake and conversation are still occasionally used
when evaluating a customer for a bank product. And
legacy systems continue to support core functionality in
many lines of business, despite being rigid, challenging
to update and difficult to integrate.
However, flexible and nimble digital tools and services that
enable you to make instant decisions on a consumer’s
creditworthiness are becoming much more prevalent.
These tools allow you to not only scale your operation
to meet the needs of modern consumers, but also meet
them where they spend their time – on their devices.
This digital transformation can give you a much better
picture of the creditworthiness of your potential customers,
as well as increased visibility into the individual risk profiles.
Access to data about tradelines, length of relationships and
payment histories continues to improve. Supplemental
information about consumers can help round out traditional
credit score models, while new and alternative data sources
can help make credit available for the estimated 63 million
US adults who are currently unbanked or underbanked.1
This digital transformation has also enabled a new kind of
banking reality, one in which you are facing risk factors
both old and new. While governmental regulation, Federal
Reserve policies and enforcement authorities continue

to weigh on the potential performance of your business,
the proliferation of tech-fueled competitors stands out
as a new kind of risk.
These new financial technology (fintech) companies exist
in almost all categories. Credit scoring, asset management,
insurance, debt collection, compliance and more are
seeing strong fintech growth, with many new players
creating disruption and innovation in the industry.
Digital transformation in banking is built around a need –
the need to deliver the best customer experiences possible.
In the era of Amazon, Netflix and other customer-centric
business, banking customers are no longer content to be
passive participants in their personal financial management.
This shift is driven by the always-on, mobile connectivity
that has become the hallmark of our society. “Today’s
customers demand easy, seamless digital flows,” writes
Onur Genç, President and CEO of BBVA Compass.2 Those
consumers expect their phone or tablet to serve virtually
every financial need, from accessing account information
and checking balances to paying their bills and buying
food at the store.
Financial products are no longer available only through
branch banks. Consumers can finance high-ticket items
like TVs and furniture through point-of-sale options
that include fixed-term loans or revolving credit. Leases,
often underwritten by new fintechs, are another option.
Consumers may continue to use their DDA lines, but the
abundance of options and the changing interest-bearing
landscape can also be appealing for a consumer looking
to put their money to work.
The underlying enabler for this new financial reality can
be summed up in a single word: Data.

What is the underlying enabler
for our new financial reality?

DATA

Data in the
New Financial
Frontier
Every interaction, every transaction, every piece of
information captured is now available for you or your
financial institution (FI) to slice, dice, parse and evaluate.
And emerging technologies like advanced data analytics,
artificial intelligence and machine learning models are
changing the landscape of data consumption and having
a profound impact on FIs.
When you look at an individual in the credit application
process, you have a wealth of data at your disposal to
inform and guide your decision. But how do you get this
necessary data? How can you apply it to your unique lines
of business and risk tolerance thresholds, while meeting
compliance and regulatory requirements?
Data agnostic, third party decisioning platforms provide
a single, API-connected source for all the data you need.
These platforms can take that data and run it through
a comprehensive decisioning engine to help drive
new customer acquisition, mitigate risk and enhance
customer loyalty.
Whether your competitors are working to acquire new
customers at the point of sale, offer a new credit card
or write an auto loan, you can rest assured that they are
increasingly using the insights from many disparate data
sources to inform their decisions.
You can take advantage of this data too – by using
sophisticated technology to access data that will allow
you to make more personalized product offers based on
individual attributes and behaviors.

HOW DO YOU TAKE
ADVANTAGE OF
THIS DATA?

1
USE SOPHISTICATED
TECHNOLOGY

2
IDENTIFY INDIVIDUAL
ATTRIBUTES &
BEHAVIORS

3
PROVIDE PERSONALIZED
PRODUCT OFFERS

The future is one of real-time, hyper-personalization.
Let’s look at the current state and potential futures for a
number of origination-specific lines of business.
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Demand Deposit Accounts: Banking
Lifeblood or "Paycheck Motel"?
If you do a Google search on “fight for deposits” the results are likely to be eye-opening. Headlines evoke war, strife
and fear – you may even see references to a “steel-cage match.” Writing like that gets noticed, but is it true that you are
locked in combat for consumer deposits?
In a word – yes. Since mid-2017, several folks in the industry have been beating the war drums. As the Credit Union
Times points out:

“Mary Beth Sullivan, managing partner of …
Capital Performance Group … sounded the
alarm in June 2017 that bank clients … were
beginning to experience low to negative growth
in core deposit balances and were turning to
CD specials to help fund loan growth.”
3

Many of the conversations happening in boardrooms and planning meetings are echoing that sentiment. This battle has
been building for more than 18 months, and there is a strong sense that it will not end any time soon.
Ron Shevlin, Managing Director of Fintech Research at Cornerstone Advisors, notes that “[c]hecking accounts have
become ‘paycheck motels’ – temporary places for people’s money to stay before it moves on to bigger and better
places.”4 Data from the FDIC supports this observation, with the annual rate of deposit growth shrinking from a high of
12.2% in October of 2008 to 3.1% in June of 2018.5
What is driving this shift? Why are banks and other FIs fighting competitors for deposit dollars today, when “last year and
in 2017, increasing deposits was not even on [the] radar”?6
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Shifting Federal Rates

Digital Competition

First is the overall impact of changing federal rates. A recent
American Banker article notes: “Deposits are the cheapest
source of fuel for loan growth, but the cost to get and
keep them is soaring as the Federal Reserve raises interest
rates.”7 That increase in rates means consumers can take
deposit dollars from non-interest bearing checking and
savings accounts, and put them into deposit products
like CDs that provide greater return.

Compounding the threat of shifting interest rates is the
increasing prevalence of online banking, fintechs and
other digital competitors. Without the overhead of a
brick-and-mortar branch, online competitors have the
flexibility to provide a wide range of consumers with
enticing product offers.

From the middle of 2017 through the middle of 2018,
that is exactly what they did. CD growth over that time
was just over 15%, while checking account deposits saw
single digit percentage growth – and savings deposits saw
overall declines. Because “CDs typically cost a bank more
than other types of interest-bearing deposit products,”8
they are not an overly attractive vehicle for companies
looking to increase deposit volume.
However, recent actions at the Federal level have tempered
this change in rates, with impacts that are still manifesting
in the broader industry landscape. But no matter how
the Fed approaches interest rates, being in a reactionary
position certainly makes it hard to rely on rates alone to
drive deposit growth.

Because digital banks and fintechs are not necessarily
tethered to a specific geographic location, they have the
entire country as a potential market. And that represents
much lower acquisition costs, which several institutions
have embraced as a key strategic initiative for the growth
and future of their businesses. In fact, PNC Bank CEO and
Chairman Bill Demchak notes of PNC’s high-yield digital
savings accounts: “[T]he cost to produce them is much
lower than having bricks and mortar surrounding it”.9
While digital competition is stiff, having an established and
known online presence can also present an opportunity.
Online channels allow you to build on your known and
respected brand, and take that superior experience out
to lucrative new markets – when done right.

Digital banks and
fintechs are not tethered
to a specific geographic location.
They have the entire country as a
potential market.
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Consumer Preferences

How Can You Make It a Fair Fight?

Consumers themselves are driving the increase in
competition for deposits. The modern consumer is a
digital native, much more comfortable putting information
into a phone or computer than filling out paperwork under
the watchful gaze of a banker in a branch.

As you square off against these three significant factors,
how can you compete – and win – in the fight for new
deposit volume? Many companies are looking at new ways
and new partnerships to improve deposit acquisition in the
increasingly competitive landscape. In fact, roughly “60%
of credit unions and nearly 50% of banks said a fintech
partnership, collaboration or investment is an important
goal to achieve in 2019.”10

Consumers have a whole new perspective on what it
means to manage money, thanks to the rise of online
self-service (think Amazon and Netflix), combined with the
proliferation of new financial products like P2P payment
systems (Zelle, Venmo) and savings apps (Qapital, Acorns).
Long gone are the days when a customer had to have
personal interaction with a banker to achieve their financial
goals. Now, people expect to manage their money through
their phones, on their time and at their convenience.
Customers also look for social proof and reinforcement.
Now more than ever, they rely on ratings and peer
recommendations when making decisions about everything
from where to eat to what credit card they should carry.
They want advice, on their own terms, from the people
they trust. Selling happens in family and friend discussions
rather than through bank marketing, making it that much
harder to win new deposits on feature sets alone.

One of the primary factors that you will have to consider
is your current digital acquisition strategy. Developing
or improving online account opening capabilities would
let your company “enter new geographies or market
segments that would be prohibitively expensive…using
traditional approaches.”11
If improving your digital acquisition is one of your strategic
initiatives, it makes sense to evaluate a solution like Zoot’s
automated decisioning engine, WebRules®, to support
ongoing DDA acquisition and application efforts.

In a recent commissioned study, we demonstrated that organizations
using WebRules to support DDA applications can expect:
®

"Better conversion rates on DDA
applications because of faster
decisions” resulting in tens of
millions in operating profit.

12

"Reduced DDA application
decisioning expenses due to
auto-decisioning” that can drive
millions in saved expenses.
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Reductions in fraud losses due
to “comprehensive and rigorous
screening of DDA applicants”
that can total over $1 million.
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Credit Cards:
Increased Growth, Competition
If you are looking for an example of a financial product
that is increasing in volume, look no further than the
credit card market, which has been rising since the Great
Recession. Through early 2019, approximately 179 million
US consumers have at least one credit card, up from 171
million in 2017.13
As the economic outlook remains rosy, all consumer risk
tiers (from super prime to subprime) have seen an increase
in available credit. In a Q4 2018 report, TransUnion found
that growth rates were the highest for both super prime and
subprime consumer segments, with super prime growing
6.8% and subprime growing 7.2%.14 It should come as
no surprise that banks are courting and capturing super
prime customers, but the subprime growth illustrates the
ongoing focus banks place on new deposit acquisition.
While there is always risk associated with subprime
consumer lending, issuers are showing no decrease in
appetite for new business. Overall delinquency rates remain
“well below recession-era levels” despite delinquency rates
for accounts 90+ days past due increasing to 1.94%.15

Banks seem to be bullish
on the general growth
of credit cards.
IN 2018 CREDIT
CARD DEBT
WAS APPROACHING

$900 Billion

18
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Current credit card acceptance rates vary from customer
segment to segment. Overall approval rates have declined
as lenders tightened their lending criteria, with current
average approval rates at 45.4%. Super prime and prime
consumer approval rates are much higher than average,
at 84% and 65%, respectively.16 Interestingly, consumers
with missing scores are actually being approved, although
at a nominal 16% rate.17
Banks seem to be bullish on the general growth of credit
cards, as total credit card debt continues to increase –
at the end of 2018, total debt “was approaching $900
billion”.18 Most analysts think credit card applications will
continue to increase through 2019, citing “strong wage
and employment growth” as two of the main factors
contributing to the positive outlook.19
One of the drivers for the increase in credit accessibility?
Real-time access to data from multiple disparate sources
that help inform credit decisions. A recent report from
TransUnion noted that two-thirds “of lenders using
alternative data say it is helping them reach more
creditworthy consumers in their current markets.”20 But the
challenge lenders face is pulling that data and incorporating
it in a meaningful way into the decisioning process.
Data agnostic decisioning platforms allow you to pull
data from virtually any source, opening new avenues
to evaluate creditworthiness for populations that may
have thin or nonexistent credit files. Data about utilities
payment histories, employment tenure, foreign national
credit history and more can enable you as a credit issuer
to shine a light on individuals who fall outside traditional
bureau reports.
Instant, real-time connections to alternative data sources,
fraud scores and more can augment and enhance
origination efforts, giving you an opportunity to streamline
new customer acquisition and improve customer experience
by providing credit products to people who need them.

9

White Label and Retail Credit Cards
Credit origination remains an opportunity in the retail
space, although there are still significant differences from
traditional credit cards. For retailers, the last 10 years have
seen private label card originations remain stable, although
balances are on the decline, from over $360 million in
2009 to just under $250 million as of September 2018.21
Other news in the retail card space: delinquencies
have been declining since 2009. Current delinquency
rates are just under 2% for early and just over 4.6% for
serious delinquencies.22 Retailers are still not embracing
a tremendous amount of risk, with average origination
balances for the highest risk accounts at roughly $700.23
Interest rate is still one of the main differences between
retail cards and traditional cards. In 2018, the average
retail card APR was 26.4%, while the average credit card
APR was 20.3%.24
For unbanked or underbanked consumers (minority groups,
new-to-credit individuals and others with thin credit history),
a retail card that can be used within a chain or a single
store may be their only option for a credit product. For
those individuals, having access to that credit, even at a
higher interest rate, can be appealing as a way to access
the items they need while providing an opportunity to
build their credit history.
For originators like you, that credit-hungry population
represents new opportunity and a compelling way to
engage and win new customers. But if retail card applicants
do not have a credit history or have thin files, how can
you make a risk-appropriate decision?

phone payment history and rent payments can help you
build decision logic that takes into account non-traditional
factors, and provide risk-appropriate credit options.
You can also incorporate prescreen and prequalification
capabilities into your retail/white-label card issuance. You
may choose to present prescreen offers at the point of sale
to all your customers, or perhaps make prequalification
an option available for those who initiate the process.
Either way, you can bake automation into your acquisition
strategy to bring new customers on board while taking
advantage of a wide variety of data.
By factoring these new elements into the credit decision
process, you can be on the leading edge of discovering
and capturing new and new-to-credit consumers for
retail and white label cards.

FOR THE

63 Million
UNBANKED OR
UNDERBANKED AMERICAN
CONSUMERS

Once again, access to the right data is the answer. With
the broad variety of readily available alternative data, you
can tap into a wealth of detail about the person applying
for credit and make an informed offer. In fact, many issuers
and government agencies like the CFPB are exploring the
idea of using alternative data to serve the estimated 63
million unbanked and underbanked Americans.25
If you are looking to serve those populations, you can benefit
from the real-time accessibility of a decision platform like
the one Zoot provides. Instant insights into data like mobile
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A RETAIL CARD MAY BE
THEIR ONLY OPTION FOR
A CREDIT PRODUCT.
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As the prices of new and
used cars have increased,
so too have loan terms.

Fueling
Origination in
Auto Sales
Auto loan originations are a significant market, with steady
volume and overall increases in outstanding loan balances.
As of Q3 2018, total outstanding loan balances hit a record
$1.265 trillion.26 The average finance amount for new car
purchases was just over $32,000, representing an increase
of $5,000 from a decade ago27 and an average increase
of $733 since 2018 alone.28

Total outstanding
loan balances:

$1.265 trillion

26

There are other trends to note in auto loan origination. First,
loan durations are increasing. In the 1990s, the average
auto loan duration was 48 months. But as the prices
of new and used cars have increased, so too have loan
terms, with an average loan term of 68.5 months in Q3
2018 (almost 6 years!).29
Second, auto loans are growing most rapidly in the
subprime consumer segment. Subprime consumers hold
approximately 22% of the current outstanding auto loans.
And, roughly 20% of new/used auto loan originations were
to the subprime consumer segment through Q1 2019.30

Average finance amount:

$32,000

27

Average loan term:

68.5 months

29

It is understandable, then, that this growth in subprime
lending has resulted in an increase in the balance of newly
delinquent auto loans. At the end of 2018, that balance
was close to $28.32 billion (2.4% of total outstandings),
with “[m]ore than 7 million American consumers at least
90 days late on their car loan repayments.”31
While that number is non-trivial, the outstanding risk is
not comparable to the mortgage crisis of 2008, leading
many organizations to continue pursuing the subprime
market for new auto loan customers. But more appetite
for subprime consumers inherently exposes you to more
risk. While some are willing to accept it, others are looking
to move further away from auto financing.
As some traditional banks diversify and hold less of a stake
in auto lending, there is an opportunity to fill the void. To
win new customers, however, you will need to approach
auto loans with a focus on superior customer experiences.

11

Down the Road: The Future of Auto
Loan Origination
Satisfaction for auto financing is above average, with
a mass market average satisfaction of 84% (839 points
out of 100 total), according to the JD Power 2018 US
Consumer Financing Satisfaction Survey.32

When you use application information to return a variety
of products as options for financing, you are empowering
your customer with choices. This leads to higher customer
satisfaction, increased loyalty and is the hallmark of a
good customer experience.

However, there is always room to improve. For auto loan
consumers, this includes explaining the loan terms and
conditions, providing a welcome kit to explain loan servicing
questions, and access to self-help tools for consumers
– including email access and online bill pay.33 How can
you meet those demands while appropriately making
decisions about whether to provide a loan?

Finally, you can proactively address regulatory concerns
with an automated decision platform. The current structure
may have “significant potential for borrower confusion
related to auto finance, which may result in increased
regulatory scrutiny for both lenders and dealers.”35

Again, the answer is access to data. Using a data agnostic,
fully automated decisioning platform, like the one provided
by Zoot Enterprises, you could move towards a streamlined,
real-time customer experience.

An automated platform can enable you to have full
auditability, from initial application through loan approval.
If an application requires additional information from the
applicant, an automated system can route the request
to the appropriate underwriter or queue, relieving the
potential for manual mistakes or misplacement.

One of the primary challenges with auto lending is the
cumbersome and lengthy application process. One study
found that “[c]onsumers want a quick and easy financing
process, but they also want control over the experience.”34
By implementing an automated decisioning platform,
you can reduce the mountain of paperwork into a digital
experience, streamlining and improving the application
process for individuals.

HOW DO YOU IMPROVE
AUTO LOAN ORIGINATION?

By connecting the front-end application screens with
a back-end decisioning platform, you can provide realtime decisions for your customers. An added benefit:
you can make personal product recommendations
based on third-party data integrated seamlessly into the
decision framework.
An additional feature of a fully automated decision platform
is your ability to provide more than one financing option.
With auto loans in particular, consumers are often looking
for the lowest monthly payment. Many are willing to accept
a higher interest rate, or longer loan terms, to meet their
monthly budget needs.
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Provide realtime decisions
Make personal
product
recommendations
Meet monthly
budget needs
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Getting to the Next Frontier
DDAs, credit cards, retail/white label cards and auto loans
remain poised to be growth lines for banks and other FIs.
The variety of offerings, continued consumer adoption
and improvements in fraud mitigation will all contribute
to the steady growth and utilization of these products.
Data, and the platforms that provide access to it, will inform
the future of origination. As you continue to leverage
unique insights about consumers, you will be in a position
to offer products specifically tailored to an individual. By
making those deeply personalized product offers, you can
usher in a new era of one-to-one financial relationships.
Consumers expect those one-to-one relationships, and
banks that meet that expectation will earn greater wallet
share and loyalty from their customers.
You can include that personal data into a product offer
by using an enterprise decisioning platform. With a data
agnostic, real-time decisioning engine, you can layer internal
customer data with third-party sources for a complete,
multi-faceted view of the individual. A platform like the
one provided by Zoot facilitates this model and enables
you to put that data at the heart of your decisioning logic,
regardless of which line of business it supports.

Customers will be increasingly looking for easy to use,
responsive and immediate application experiences. With
an enterprise decisioning layer, you will have the tools
you need to configure the services of mobile and online
application screens, decision logic, business process
management and frictionless fraud mitigation capabilities.
With the right partner, you can implement changes
when you want, enabling you to adapt to the changing
marketplace while maintaining regulatory compliance.
And by having access to a wide range of data, you can
seamlessly add in features like champion/challenger
models, or prefilled form fields that the applicant can
simply verify, reducing barriers to application.
One final benefit to an enterprise decisioning layer: instant
responses. With a millisecond response time, you can
provide the applicant with an answer about a credit
application immediately. Even if it is not a firm offer of the
product applied for, you can use your data sets to make
an appropriate alternative offer that meets your credit risk
criteria and helps address the consumer’s need for credit.
The most successful FIs of the future will use internal
data, external sources, traditional and alternative credit
data – and more – in their decisioning platforms. Zoot
Enterprises can help you move into this brave new world
of data agnostic, one-to-one decisions informed from
all available sources.
Ready to improve your origination process?
Contact Zoot today.

The most successful FIs of the future
will use internal data, external sources,
traditional and alternative credit data –
and more – in their decisioning platforms.

ABOUT ZOOT

Zoot Enterprises is a global provider of advanced
origination, acquisition and decision management
solutions for financial institutions. We offer
comprehensive and flexible platforms for specific
business needs that include loan origination, fraud
detection and prevention, data acquisition and more.
Zoot is a leader in the financial technology industry.
We enable clients to access hundreds of cuttingedge data sources, and provide business user control
that empowers our clients to adapt to their evolving
strategies. Our cloud-based, secure processing
environment delivers decisions in milliseconds
and has the capacity to deliver billions of real-time
decisions annually.

At Zoot, our promise is simple: To make our clients
successful. We work closely with the top financial
institutions in the world to deliver state-of-theart solutions that satisfy the most demanding
decisioning needs.
Contact Zoot today to learn more about how our
proven solutions solve the most complex credit
decisioning and loan origination needs and deliver
ROI, while helping mitigate risk.

(406) 556-7555
ZootSolutions.com/contact

For more than 25 years, we have launched solutions to
market faster than the competition. We have partnered
with influential U.S. and international organizations
including major financial institutions, retailers and
payment providers to foster excellence in the financial
services industry.
From Data to Decision®

© Zoot Enterprises, Inc. All rights reserved. Zoot makes no representation or warranty about
the use of this information for any purpose. Zoot Enterprises® is a registered trademark of
Zoot Enterprises, Inc. All other company and product names may be trademarks of their
respective companies.
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